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Figure 1. Play-Doh has a distinct and recognisable appearance, texture and smell
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study﻿within﻿six﻿months﻿of﻿graduating﻿(Which?﻿University,﻿2016).﻿Common﻿careers﻿for﻿biomedical﻿






















The﻿kinaesthetic﻿play﻿ lecture﻿was﻿ the﻿ fourth﻿ lecture﻿ to﻿ take﻿place﻿ in﻿ the﻿ series﻿of﻿8﻿ lectures﻿
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‘entry,’﻿ each﻿ team﻿had﻿ to﻿ submit﻿ all﻿ four﻿ epithelial﻿ cell﻿ types.﻿When﻿ there﻿were﻿more﻿ than﻿ four﻿
members﻿in﻿each﻿team,﻿additional﻿cells﻿were﻿made﻿to﻿ensure﻿all﻿individuals﻿could﻿create﻿something﻿
as﻿demonstrated﻿in﻿Figure﻿2.










Figure 2. The kinaesthetic play lecture activity
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0%﻿of﻿ responses﻿were﻿ negative/pessimistic,﻿ 93%﻿were﻿ positive/optimistic﻿ and﻿ the﻿ remaining﻿7%﻿
responses﻿were﻿neutral﻿or﻿ambiguous﻿in﻿meaning﻿(Figure﻿4B).﻿The﻿most﻿commonly﻿selected﻿positive/
optimistic﻿responses﻿were﻿‘happy,’﻿‘excited’﻿and﻿‘great’﻿and﻿other﻿responses﻿included﻿‘understanding,’﻿
Figure 3. Perceptions of play A) before the activity B) after the activity (Word cloud created at wordclouds.com)
Figure 4. Language analysis of responses A) before the activity and B) after the activity
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Figure 5. Student ratings of the statement ‘I enjoyed that activity’
Figure 6. Student ratings of the statement ‘The activity increased my understanding of epithelia’
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were﻿given﻿advanced﻿warning﻿of﻿ the﻿class﻿activity﻿ in﻿future﻿sessions,﻿ thus﻿removing﻿ the﻿element﻿
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indicated﻿ that﻿ the﻿ students﻿ felt﻿ they﻿had﻿ learned﻿ from﻿ the﻿activity﻿ (responses﻿ included﻿ the﻿words﻿
































not﻿ be﻿ overlooked﻿ simply﻿because﻿ they﻿do﻿not﻿ traditionally﻿ sit﻿within﻿STEM﻿ teaching﻿methods.﻿
The﻿increasingly﻿collaborative﻿nature﻿of﻿academia﻿means﻿ that﻿science﻿and﻿art﻿ fusion﻿projects﻿are﻿
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and﻿ ‘winning’﻿ can﻿be﻿used﻿ to﻿motivate﻿ engagement﻿ and﻿newer﻿ pedagogical﻿ research﻿ approaches﻿
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